EXPERIENCE CHINA „FROM THE INSIDE“
A STUDY TRIp OFFERED BY STUDIERENDENWERK FREIBURG-SCHWARZWALD
SEPTEMBER 3RD TO 24TH, 2019

TIANJIN + PEKING:
This study trip of three weeks consists of around two weeks in the port city Tianjin, as well as a
guided tour to the Chinese capital city Beijing for about one week.

Through the stay in Tianjin on the campus of Nankai University, the trip offers various insights into
China’s universities, culture, economy and politics and facilitates intensive encounters with
Chinese students. Aside from that also tourist highlights are on the agenda, such as the trip to
Beijing with a visit of the Forbidden City, the Great Wall etc.

TRAVEL COSTS:
€ 1360.- (flight, airport transfer, visa costs, accommodation and meals included), with optional trip
cancellation insurance for € 35.- (contract begins from 15th June, 2019). No further expenses.

TRAVEL DATE:
September 3rd to 24th, 2019
Direct flight Frankfurt - Beijing with Lufthansa

⇒ DEPARTURE:
Frankfurt am Main 03-Sep-2019/ 5:15 pm LH 720 Beijing 04-Sep-2019/ 8:30 am

⇒ RETURN:
Beijing 24-Sep-2019/ 10:30 am LH 721 Frankfurt am Main 24-Sep-2019/ 2:35 pm

Transfer between Freiburg and Frankfurt Airport by ICE. Transfer from Beijing Airport to Tianjin by coach.

LANGUAGE:
German / English / Chinese

Chinese language skills are an advantage but not obligatory.
A German language level of at least C1 is obligatory.
ACCOMMODATION:
Tianjin: double rooms at the guest house on the campus of Nankai University
Beijing: double rooms in hotel

PROGRAM AND COORDINATORS:
The program will be arranged as well as coordinated by Nankai University in Tianjin. Two German-Chinese coordinators from Studierendenwerk Freiburg-Schwarzwald will accompany the whole study trip.

The trip will be contented with Chinese culture, language, and various sightseeing. A detailed agenda will be handed in at a later time.

REQUIREMENTS:
Students studying in the Region Freiburg - Black Forest are eligible to participate in the trip.

Participants of our last study trips to China are excluded.

VISA APPLICATION:
The visa will be applied in group by Studierendenwerk Freiburg-Schwarzwald. In order to accomplish the application, you will have to be ready to prepare, as well as hand in by us the required documents.

The visa application rules for non-EU students may vary from that of EU students. Hence, a pre-inquiry regarding visa application for non-EU students has to be succeeded before the application being accepted. You are welcome to contact us if you are interested in the study trip.

CONTACT:
For further details as well as a review of programs in the last years, please look into the following page: www.swfr.de/en/international/study-trip-to-china

or you can also contact Ms Yin Lin by phone 0761 2101-212 or via email to lin@swfr.de.

REGISTRATION AND PAYMENT:
A binding registration and payment is possible till May 31st, 2019.